Abstract. In this paper, we establish the unconditional uniqueness of solutions to the cubic GrossPitaevskii hierarchy on R d in a low regularity Sobolev type space. More precisely, we reduce the regularity s down to the currently known regularity requirement for unconditional uniqueness of solutions to the cubic nonlinear Schrödinger equation (s ě 
1. Introduction 1.1. Background. The cubic Gross-Pitaevskii (GP) hierarchy in R d is an infinite system of coupled linear equations given by
where γ pkq " γ pkq pt, x k , x 1 k q : IˆR dkˆRdk Ñ C, I Ă R is a time interval and λ "˘1. Here, we denote d-dimensional k-spatial variables px 1 , x 2 , ..., x k q by x k , and the corresponding Laplace operator by ∆ x k " ř k j"1 ∆ x j , and similarly for the primed variables. For each k P N, γ pkq is a bosonic density matrix on L 2 sym pR dk q which is hermitian, γ pkq pt, x k , x 1 k q " γ pkq pt, x 1 k , x k q, and is symmetric in all components of x k , and in all components of x 1 k , respectively, γ pkq pt, x σp1q ,¨¨¨, x σpkq , x 1 σ 1 p1q ,¨¨¨, x 1 σ 1 pk" γ pkq pt, x k , x 1 k q for any permutations σ, σ 1 on k elements. The equations in (1.1) are coupled by the contraction operator B k`1 ,
where each Bj ;k`1 contracts the triple x j , x k`1 , x 1 k`1 ,
k , x j q and each Bj ;k`1 contracts the triple x 1 j , x k`1 , x 1 k`1 ,
The cubic GP hierarchy is an infinite hierarchy of equations modeling a Bose-Einstein condensate. For the mathematical study of Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) in systems of interacting bosons in the stationary case, we refer to the fundamental works [30, 33, 32, 31] and the references therein. To study the dynamics of Bose-Einstein condensates, one considers N bosonic particles whose quantum mechanical wave function ψ N P L 2 sym pR dN q satisfies the N -body Schrödinger equation 2) where
V N px i´xj q and V N pxq " N dβ V pN β xq with β P p0, 1q (we remark that the case β " 1 is much more difficult to control [11, 12, 13, 14] ). The pair interaction potential V is assumed to be rotationally symmetric, and to satisfy certain regularity properties. The cubic GP hierarchy is then formally obtained from a limit of the BBGKY hierarchy of marginal density matrices associated to (1.2) as N Ñ 8. In this limit, V N converges weakly to p ş V pxqdxqδ, where δ denotes the delta distribution. In this sense, the cubic GP hierarchy describes a Bose gas of infinitely many particles with repulsive or attractive two-body delta interactions.
In the special case of factorized initial data γ pkq 0 px k , x 1 k q " ś k j"1 φ 0 px j qφ 0 px 1 j q in (1.1), the state of a Bose-Einstein condensate can be simply described by the cubic nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLS). Indeed, in this case, the cubic GP hierarchy admits a solution
φpt, x j qφpt, x 1 j q, preserving the factorization property as time evolves, if φ solves the cubic NLS iB t φ "´∆φ`λ|φ| 2 φ, φp0q " φ 0 .
(1.3)
In this way, the cubic NLS is derived as a dynamical mean field limit of the many body quantum dynamics of an interacting Bose gas, provided that given initial data, a solution to the GP hierarchy is unique. We call this formal derivation the BBGKY approach. In his fundamental works [28, 29] , Lanford had employed the BBGKY hierarchy to study N -body systems in classical mechanics in the limit N Ñ 8.
Research efforts aimed at providing a rigorous derivation of nonlinear dispersive equations as mean field limits of N -body Schrödinger dynamics have a long and rich history. The first results on the derivation of nonlinear Hartree equations (NLH) were due to Hepp [22] , and Ginibre and Velo [16, 17] . Their techniques are based on embedding the N -body Schrödinger equation into the second quantized Fock-space representation. In [37] Spohn gives the first derivation of NLH by use of the BBGKY hierarchy. More recently, Erdös, Schlein and Yau further developed the BBGKY approach, and gave the first derivation of NLS in their celebrated works [11, 12, 13, 14] . In [35] , Rodnianski and Schlein proved estimates on the convergence rate of the evolution in the mean field limit using the Fock space approach. Their results were extended with second-order corrections in the two-body interaction setting by Grillakis, Machedon and Margetis [19, 20] , and three-body interaction setting by X. Chen [8] .
The derivation of the cubic NLS in R 3 , via the BBGKY approach, due to Erdös, Schlein and Yau [11, 12, 13, 14] , comprises the following two main parts:
(i) Derivation of the GP hierarchy as the limit of the N -body BBGKY hierarchy as N Ñ 8.
(ii) Establishing the uniqueness of solutions to the GP hierarchy. In particular, it is proved that for factorized initial data, the solutions to the GP hierarchy are determined by a cubic NLS.
In this program, the proof of the uniqueness theorem (part (ii)) is very involved, one of the difficulties being the factorial growth of the number of terms from iterated Duhamel expansions. The authors give a sophisticated combinatorial argument that settled this problem by a clever re-grouping of Feynman graph expansions.
Later, in [27] , Klainerman and Machedon gave a shorter proof of uniqueness of solutions to the 3D cubic GP hierarchy in a different solution space, provided that solutions obey a priori bound,
where
The approach is in part motivated by the authors' previous work on the space-time estimates [26] . In [27] , Klainerman and Machedon gave a concise reformulation of the Erdös-Schlein-Yau combinatorial method [11, 12, 13, 14] , and presented it as an elegant board game argument. The uniqueness theorem of [27] is conditional due to the hypothesis (1.4). Since the work [25] for the cubic GP hierarchy on two dimensional Euclidean space as well as the 2-dimensional torus, the approach of Klainerman and Machedon was used in various recent works for the derivation of the NLS from interacting Bose gases [5, 6, 9, 10, 25, 7, 39] . The method also inspired the analysis of the Cauchy problem for the GP hierarchy, which was initiated in [4] and continued e.g. in [18, 7] .
We will call the uniqueness of solutions to the GP hierarchy unconditional if it holds without assuming any a priori bound of the form (1.4). Recently, in [3] , Chen-Hainzl-Pavlović-Seiringer presented a new, simpler proof of the unconditional uniqueness of solutions to the 3D cubic GP hierarchy, which is equivalent to the uniqueness result of Erdös-Schlein-Yau [12] . The authors employed the quantum de Finetti theorem (Theorem 1.2 and 1.3) combined with the Erdös-SchleinYau combinatorial method [11, 12, 13, 14] in board game representation as presented by KlainermanMachedon in [27] .
1.2. Main result. In this paper, we investigate the unconditional uniqueness of solutions to the cubic GP hierarchy in a low regularity setting.
To state the main theorem, we first introduce the following definitions. Let tγ pkq u kPN be a sequence of bosonic density matrices on L 2 sym pR dk q. We say that tγ pkq u kPN is admissible if γ pkq is a non-negative trace class operator on L 2 sym pR dk q and γ pkq " Trpγ pk`1for all k P N. We call a sequence tγ pkq u kPN a limiting hierarchy if there is a sequence tγ pN q N u N PN of non-negative density matrices on L 2 sym pR dN q with Trpγ pN q N q " 1 such that γ pkq is the weak-* limit of the k-particle marginals of γ pN q N in the trace class on L 2 sym pR dk q, that is,
For s P R, we define the function space H s by the collection of sequences tγ pkq u kPN of density matrices on L 2 sym pR dk q such that Trp|S pk,sq γ pkq |q ă M 2k @k P N for some constant M ą 0, where S pk,sq :"
We say that tγ pkq ptqu kPN is a mild solution, in the space L 8 tPr0,T q H s , to the cubic GP hierarchy with initial data tγ pkq p0qu kPN if it solves the integral equation
where U pkq ptq :" e itp∆x k´∆x 1 k q , and satisfies the bound sup tPr0,T q Trp|S pk,sq γ pkq ptq|q ă M 2k @k P N for some constant M ą 0.
Our main theorem states that any mild solution to the cubic GP hierarchy, which is either admissible or a limiting hierarchy, is unconditionally unique in L 8 tPr0,T q H s for small s. Theorem 1.1 (Unconditional uniqueness). Let
If tγ pkq ptqu kPN is a mild solution in L 8 tPr0,T q H s to the (de)focusing cubic GP hierarchy with initial data tγ pkq p0qu kPN , which is either admissible or a limiting hierarchy for each t, then it is the only such solution for the given initial data.
Our theorem reduces the regularity requirement for unconditional uniqueness for the GP hierarchy in [3] . We remark that the regularity assumption in (1.5) is the same as in the currently known unconditional uniqueness results for the cubic NLS
For NLS, by unconditional uniqueness, we mean uniqueness of solutions in the Sobolev space H s itself, while uniqueness in the intersection of the Sobolev space and auxiliary spaces is called conditional. By the contraction mapping argument with auxiliary Strichartz spaces, the conditional uniqueness is proved in H s for s ě maxps c , 0q, where s c " d´2 2 (see [1] ). However, the unconditional uniqueness is proved in H s only for s in (1.5), and it is an open problem to push s down to zero in one and two dimensions [23, 15, 36, 38, 21] .
Our proof uses the Klainerman-Machedon board game formulation [27] of the combinatorial argument of Erdös-Schlein-Yau [11, 12, 13, 14] , and the method of Chen-Hainzl-Pavlović-Seiringer [3] via the quantum de Finetti theorem.
The quantum de Finetti theorem is a quantum analogue of the Hewitt-Savage theorem in probability theory. We state its strong and weak versions in the formulation of [34] . Theorem 1.2 (Strong quantum de Finetti theorem). If a sequence tγ pkq u kPN of bosonic density matrices on L 2 sym pR dk q is admissible, then there exists a unique Borel probability measure µ, supported on the unit sphere S Ă L 2 pR d q and invariant under multiplication of φ P L 2 pR d q by complex numbers of modulus one, such that
(1.6) Theorem 1.3 (Weak quantum de Finetti theorem). If a sequence tγ pkq u kPN of bosonic density matrices on L 2 sym pR dk q is a limiting hierarchy, then there exists a unique Borel probability measure µ, supported on the unit ball B Ă L 2 pR d q and invariant under multiplication of φ P L 2 pR d q by complex numbers of modulus one, such that (1.6) holds.
The crucial advantage of using the quantum de Finetti theorem is that it provides a factorized representation of solutions to the GP hierarchy in the integral form (see p2.10q). This structure allows us to make use of techniques of NLS theory to analyze solutions to the GP hierarchies (see [3] and [2] ).
As described in Section 6.1.1 of [3] , the main difficulty in lowering regularity is from the last cubic term }|φ| 2 φ} L 2 " }φ} 3 L 6 in the distinguished tree. Indeed, this last term can be controlled by the Sobolev norm }φ} 3 H s only for s ě 1 in R 3 . We solve this problem by using the dispersive estimate
in R 3 , for instance. Indeed, if one applies the dispersive estimate and the endpoint Strichartz estimate to the factorized representation of the solution in the framework of [3] , one gets a better last cubic term }|φ| 2 φ}
, and it allows us to reduce s down to 2 3` . The regularity requirement in the classical Kato's work on the unconditional uniqueness for the 3D cubic NLS [23] can be covered in this way. We further push s almost down to the critical regularity by employing negative order Sobolev norms (Lemma A.3), which are well-known tools in the literature on unconditional uniqueness for NLS. Combining the dispersive estimate, the Strichartz estimates and negative Sobolev norms, we formulate the key trilinear estimates (Lemma 2.6) in our proof.
Organization of the paper. We prove Theorem 1.1 in Section 2, by reducing it to the main Lemma 2.5. In Section 3, we present an example calculation to explain the ingredients involved in the proof of Lemma 2.5. In Section 4, we introduce tree graphs for the organization of iterated Duhamel expansions, and give properties of the associated kernels. Finally, we prove the main Lemma 2.5 in Section 5. We prove the crucial trilinear estimates in Lemma 2.6 in Appendix A.
Proof of the Main Theorem
In this section, we prove the main theorem. First, in §2.1, we present the setup of the proof. In §2.2 we review Klainerman-Machedon's board game formulation [27] of the combinatorial argument of Erdös-Schlein-Yau [11, 12, 13, 14] . In §2.3, we reduce the proof of the main theorem to the key lemma (Lemma 2.5), via the quantum de Finetti theorem. The rest of the paper is then devoted to the proof of the lemma.
2.1. Setup of the proof. The setup of the proof is similar to that of Chen-Hainzl-Pavlović-Seiringer [3] , but we use a negative order Sobolev type norm to lower the regularity.
Let tγ pkq 1 ptqu kPN and tγ pkq 2 ptqu kPN be two mild solutions in L 8 tPr0,T q H s to the cubic GP hierarchy with the same initial data, which are either admissible or limiting hierarchies. For uniqueness, it is enough to show that their difference tγ pkq ptqu kPN , given by
vanishes for all k in a certain norm. Due to the linearity of the GP hierarchy, it follows that the difference tγ pkq ptqu kPN solves the GP hierarchy with zero initial data. Hence, each γ pkq ptq satisfies the integral equation
Now fix k. Iterating this integral equation pn´1q times, we write
For notational convenience, we denote pk`1q-temporal variables pt 0 , t 1 ,¨¨¨, t n q by t n with t 0 " t, and the linear propagator U piq pt j´tj 1 q by U piq j,j 1 . Then, we rewrite γ pkq ptq in a compact form as
pk`n´1q n´1,n B k`n γ pk`nq pt n q.
By density, our uniqueness theorem follows from uniqueness in an even weaker norm.
Proposition 2.1. For all t P r0, T q with T ą 0 small enough, the trace norm of S pk,´dq (2.1) vanishes as n Ñ 8 uniformly in k, that is
where d ą 0 is the dimension.
2.2.
Erdös-Schlein-Yau Combinatorial method in board-game form. One obstacle in showing uniqueness is the number of terms in J k pt n q. Indeed, each B k`i is a sum of pk`i´1q terms. Thus, in the expansion of J k pt n q, there are a total of kpk`1q¨¨¨pk`n´1q " Opn!q terms for fixed k. We solve this problem by using the powerful combinatorial methods of Erdös-Schlein-Yau [11, 12, 13, 14] in the board-game formulation of Klainerman-Machedon [27] . The key idea of the board game arguments is that, by grouping the large number of integral terms into equivalence classes in which we have control, we can avoid estimating the rapidly increasing number of terms one by one. Throughout this section, we present a few lemmas that will help us group these terms and derive bounds on certain equivalence classes.
Let µ be a map from tk`1, k`2,¨¨¨, k`nu to t1, 2,¨¨¨, k`n´1u such that µp2q " 1 and µpjq ă j for all j. Denotes by M k,n the set of all such maps.
We express the operators B k`i and J k in terms of map µ. We have
By the definition of µ, we can represent µ by highlighting exactly one nonzero entry B µpk`lq,k`l (l-th column, µpk`lq-th row) in each column of a pk`n´1qˆn matrix. Since µpk`lq ă k`l, we set the remaining entries of the matrix equal to 0.
Henceforth, we can rewrite (2.1) as
Here the time domain tt n ď t n´1 ď¨¨¨ď tu Ă r0, ts n is the same for all µ P M k,n . We now consider the terms Ipµ, σq in the sum γ pkq ptq " ř
Ipµ, σq. We have
where σ is a permutation of 1, 2, . . . , n. We associate the integral Ipµ, σq the following pk`nqˆn matrix. We may also use it to visualize B µpk`jq;k`j that correspond to a highlighted entry.
The columns of matrix (2.7) are labeled 1 through n, and the rows are labeled 0 through k`n´1. Each term (2.6) corresponds to a unique matrix of form (2.7). A key observation is that two matrices of this form can have to the same value for Ipµ; σq given that one matrix can be transformed to another under the so called acceptable moves.
In the following paragraph, we will present a few key lemmas to help us with the combinatorial reduction. For the proof of these lemmas, we refer the reader to [11, 12, 13, 14, 27, 5, 39] .
Acceptable Moves.
If µpk`j`1q ă µpk`jq, we take the following steps at the same time ‚ exchange the highlights in columns j and j`1 ‚ exchange the highlights in rows k`j and k`j`1 ‚ exchange t σ´1pjq and t σ´1pj`1q The exchange only happens when there is a highlight, if there is no highlight we will skip that step. The following lemma highlights the necessity to introduce equivalence classes. Lemma 2.2. Let pµ, σq be transformed into pµ 1 , σ 1 q by an acceptable move. Then, for the corresponding integrals (2.6), we have Ipµ, σq " Ipµ 1 , σ 1 q 2.2.2. Equivalence Class. Consider the subset tµ s u Ă M k,n of special upper echelon matrices in which each highlighted element of a higher row is to the left of each highlighted element of a lower row. An example of a special upper echelon matrix (with k " 1, n " 4) is Lemma 2.4. Let C k,n be the number of pk`n´1qˆn special upper echelon matrices of the type discussed above. Then C k,n ď 2 k`2n´2 .
Let µ s be a special upper echelon matrix. We say µ is in the equivalence class of µ s : µ " µ s if µ can be transformed to µ s in finitely many acceptable moves. Theorem 2.1. There exists a subset D of r0, ts n such that 
Proof. We perform finitely many acceptable moves on the matrix associated to the integral
Let Ipµ, idq be the integral associated to the upper echelon matrix obtained. By Lemma 2.2
Ipµ, idq " Ipµ s , σq.
Assume that pµ 1 , idq and pµ 2 , idq with µ 1 ‰ µ 2 yield the same echelon form µ s . Then the corresponding permutations σ 1 and σ 2 must be different. Therefore, D can be chosen to be the union of all tt ě t σp1q ě t σp2q ě¨¨¨ě t σpnq u for all permutations σ which occur in a given equivalence class of some µ s .
With the above theorem, we are able to reduce the sum of Opn!q terms into a sum of OpC n q terms: Plugging (2.10) into J k pt n ; σq in the reduced Duhamel expansion p2.9q, we obtain a new expression
Then, we formulate the following key lemma that implies Proposition 2.1 (and thus the main theorem).
Lemma 2.5 (Key lemma).
There exists a uniform constant C ą 0 such that for arbitrarily small ą 0, we have 
(2.14)
We claim that there exists M ą 0 such that
Hence, it follows from the Chebyshev inequality that for λ ą M ,
Returning to p2.14q, by p2.15q and Lemma 2.4, we prove that
The remainder of our paper will be devoted to proving Lemma 2.5. We remark that our proof heavily relies on the following trilinear estimates which combine the dispersive estimate, the Strichartz estimates and negative Sobolev norms. The proof of these trilinear estimates is given in the appendix. Lemma 2.6 (Trilinear estimates). We define the trilinear form T by T pf, g, hq " pe
20)
We will prove Lemma 2.5 in the following sections. To this end, we will proceed as in [3] and use binary tree graphs to help organize the terms in J k pt n , σq (see p2.12q). For the reader's convenience, before proving the lemma, we give an example calculation in Section 3. We remark that the trilinear estimates in Lemma 2.6 are the key estimates, and will be applied recursively in general case (see Section 5).
An Example
In this section, we illustrate the ideas of the proof of Lemma 2.5 via an example.
Let
In other words,
To this end, in §3.1-3.2, we organize the terms in J 2 pt 4 , σq. Then, in §3.3, we estimate the example by the trilinear estimates (Lemma 2.6).
3.1. Factorization of J 2 . We will decompose J 2 into two one-particle density matrices by examining the effect of the contraction operators starting with the last one on the RHS of (3.3). We denote each factor in the last term p|φy xφ|q b6 by u i , ordered by increasing index i, so that p|φy xφ|q b6 " b 6 i"1 u i .
First of all, in (3.3), the last interaction operator B 3,6 contracts the factor u 3 and u 6 , and leaves all other factors unchanged,
where Θ 4 :" B 1,2 pu 3 b u 6 q. The index α in Θ α associates Θ α to the α-th interaction operator from the left in (3.3). Since we only run the expansion to the n-th level, we have 1 ď α ď n. In this specific case, n " 4, the 4th interaction operator is B 3, 6 .
Next, B 3,5 contracts U 
In the above expression we may write the factors J 1 j (for j ď k " 2) as one-particle matrices and substitute with u i " |φy xφ|, for i ď k`n " 6. Thus, it follows that
where σ 2 p2q " 1.
We note that for any l ă l 1 , the interaction operators B σplq,l and B σpl 1 q,l 1 in J 2 (associated to the matrix (3.2)) belong to the same factor J 1 j if either σplq " σpl 1 q or σpl 1 q " l. In such cases, we consider them as being connected. This connectivity structure is exactly the key point of the Duhamel terms that we want to illustrate using binary tree graphs. Each σ j can be viewed as the restriction of σ to J 1 j . We call factors that have a free propagator applied to each φ (like J 1 2 ) regular and factors that involve the contractions of p|φy xφ|q b2 without free propagator in between (like J 1 1 ) distinguished.
3.2.
Recursive determination of contraction structure. Next, repeating the argument in §3.1, we express the kernel of each factor explicitly.
Consider the distinguished factor J 1 1 . For α " 1, 2, 3, we denote by Θ α the kernel obtained after contracting a two particle density matrix to a one particle matrix via the interaction operator. We will determine Θ α recursively in the normal form 
Therefore, J 1 1 can be represented by
Similarly, we write the regular factor J 1 2 as 
3.3.
Recursive Estimates. Now, we estimate the example p3.1q using the structural properties obtained from the previous two subsections. The key tool is the trilinear estimates (Lemma 2.6).
Observe that in the example p3.1q, the distinguished factor J 1 1 is independent of t 2 , and the regular factor J 1 2 depends only on t 2 and t 4 (see (3.9) and (3.10)). Thus, (3.1) can be factored as
We estimate these two factors separately. 
where for each β α , only one out of two terms ψ α βα and χ α βα is cubic. Among the eight integrals on the right hand side of p3.15q, we estimate the following two cases. Case 1. Consider the integral whose ψ α βα 's are all cubic, precisely ,r norm on ψ α βα . Then, we obtain that ż r0,T q 2
Case 2. Consider the integral whose ψ α βα 's are all linear except the last one, that is, ψ
(3.17)
In this case, we first combine linear propagators acting on ψ 3 β 3 so that 
Similarly, one can also show that the other integral satisfies the same bound. Therefore, we get
Conclusion. Going back to p3.14q), we conclude that
Binary tree graphs for the general case
In order to prove Lemma 2.5 in the general case, we proceed as in [3] , and use binary tree graphs. These graphs will help us keep track of the contraction operations applied iteratively in the Duhamel expansion (2.11).
4.1.
The binary tree graphs. We begin by recalling that, by (2.12), J k is given by
pk`n´1q n´1,n B σpk`nq;k`n p|φy xφ|q bpk`nq , where
is a product of one-particle kernels. Since the free evolution operators U and the contraction operators B preserve the product structure, it follows that we can also decompose
into a product of one-particle kernels J 1 j . We associate to this decomposition k disjoint binary tree graphs τ 1 , τ 2 , . . . , τ k . These graphs appear as skeleton graphs in [11, 12, 13, 14] . As in [3] , we assign root, internal, and leaf vertices to for each tree τ j .
‚ A root vertex labeled as W j , j " 1, 2,¨¨¨, k, to represent J 1 j px j , x 1 j q. ‚ An internal vertex labeled by v l , l " 1, 2,¨¨¨, n, corresponding to B σpk`lq,k`l and attached to the time variable t l . ‚ A leaf vertex u i , i " 1, 2,¨¨¨, k`n, representing each factor p|φy xφ|qpx i , x 1 i q. Next, we connect the vertices with edges, as described below.
‚ If v l is the smallest value of l such that σpk`lq " j, then we connect v l to the root vertex W j and write W j " v l (or equivalently W j " B σpk`lq,k`l ). If there is no internal vertex connected to a root vertex W j , then we connect W j to the leaf u j , and write W j " u j . ‚ For any 1 ă l ď n, if Dl 1 ą l such that σpk`lq " σpk`l 1 q or σpk`l 1 q " k`l, then we connect v l and v l 1 and write v l " v l 1 (or equivalently B σpk`lq,k`l " B σpk`l 1 q,k`l 1 ). In this case, we call v l the parent vertex of v l 1 , and v l 1 the child vertex of v l . We denote the two child vertices of v l by v k´plq and v k`plq , with k´plq ă k`plq. Figure 1 . An example binary tree graphs of J k . It is a disjoint union of two trees τ 1 and τ 2 with root vertices W 1 and W 2 , respectively. Each tree corresponds to a one-particle kernel in the example in section 3, where k " 2 and n " 4.
‚ When there is no internal vertex with r 1 ą r and k`l " σpk`l 1 q, we connect v l to the leaf vertex u k`l and write v l " u k`l (or equivalently B σpk`lq,k`l " u k`l ). If there is no internal vertex with l 1 ą l and σpk`lq " σpk`l 1 q, then we connect v l to the leaf vertex u σpk`lq and write v l " u σpk`lq (or equivalently B σpk`lq,k`l " u σpk`lq ). We remark that it follows from the construction above that each root vertex has only one child vertex, and each internal vertex has exactly two child vertices (which can be internal and leaf). We call the tree τ j distinguished if v n P τ j , and regular if v n R τ j . The two leaves connected to v n are called distinguished leaf vertices, and all other leaves are called regular leaf vertices. Clearly, there are k´1 regular trees and one distinguished tree in each binary tree graph.
A sample binary tree graph is given in Figure 1 , for J k as in (3.3) . Each tree τ j has root vertex W j , for j " 1, 2. The two leaf vertices u 3 and u 6 and the internal vertex v 4 (or B 3,6 ) are distinguished. τ 1 is the distinguished tree, and is drawn with thick edges. 4.2. The distinguished one particle kernel J 1 j . Let τ j denote the distinguished tree graph. It has m j internal vertices pv j ,α q m j α"1 and m j`1 leaf vertices pu j,i q m j`1 i"1 . We enumerate the internal vertices with α P t1, . . . , m j u and the leaf vertices with α P tm j`1 , . . . , 2m j`2 u. To simplify notation, we refer to the vertex v j,α by its label α. We observe that J 1 j has the form J 1 j pt, t j,1 , . . . , t j ,m j ; σ j q (4.2)
" U p1q pt´t j,1 q¨¨¨U p1q pt j,1´1´t j,1 qB σ j p2q,2¨¨B σ j pαq,α U pαq pt j,α´1´t j,α´1`1 q¨¨¨U pαq pt j,α´1´t j,α qB σ j pα`1q,α`1¨¨Ü pm j q pt j ,m j´1´t l j ,m j qB σ j pm j`1 q,m j`1 p|φyxφ|q bpm j`1 q .
By the group property U pαq ptqU pαq psq " U pαq pt`sq, and the fact that σ j p2q " 1, (4.2) reduces to
where j,m j " r.
4.3.
Definition of the kernels Θ α at the vertices of the distinguished tree graph. In this section, we proceed as in [3] , and recursively assign a kernel Θ α to each vertex α of the distinguished tree graph. The kernels at the vertices of the regular tree graph are defined similarly. We begin by assigning the kernel Θ α px; x 1 q :" φpxqφpx 1 q to the leave vertex with label α P tm j`1 , . . . , 2m`j`2u (corresponding to u j,α´m j ). Next, we determine Θ m j at the distinguished vertex α " m j from the term on the last line of (4.3), given by
where Θ m j px;
withψ :" |φ| 2 φ. It is obtained from contracting two copies of |φyxφ| at the two leaf vertices κ´pm j q, κ`pm j q which have m j as their parent vertex. Now we are ready to begin the induction. Let α P t1, . . . , m j´1 u. Suppose that the kernels Θ α 1 have been determined for all α 1 ą α. We let κ´pαq, κ`pαq label the two child vertices (of internal or leaf type) of α, σ j pαq " σ j pκ´pαqq , α " σ j pκ`pαqq.
Since Θ κ´pαq and Θ κ`pαq have already been determined, we can now define Θ α px; x 1 q " B 1,2 ppU p1q pt α´tκ´pαb pU p1q pt α´tκ`pαq Θ κ`pαpx; x 1 q " pU p1q pt α´tκ´pαq qΘ k´pαq qpx; x 1 qrpU p1q pt α´tκ`pαq qΘ κ`pαq qpx; xq pU p1q pt α´tκ`pαq qΘ κ`pαq qpx 1 ; x 1 qs.
The induction ends when we obtain the kernel Θ 1 at α " 1.
4.4.
Key properties of the kernels Θ α . As in [3] , we observe that the kernels Θ α satisfy the following properties.
‚ Θ α can be written as a sum of differences of factorized kernels
with at most 2 m j´α nonzero coefficients c α βα P t1,´1u. ‚ The product χ α βα pxqψ α βα px 1 q in (4. Accordingly, ψ α βα respectively is either of linear or cubic form, and the product χ α βα pxqψ α βα px 1 q always has quartic form (4.6) or (4.7). ‚ We call the functions χ α βα , ψ α βα in the sum (4.5) distinguished if they are a function of |φ| 2 φ. In the product on the right hand side of (4.6), respectively (4.7), at most one of the four factors is distinguished. Indeed, this is true for all regular leaf vertices, and for the distinguished vertex (4.4). By induction along decreasing values of α, it is also true for the internal vertices.
Proof of Lemma 2.5
In this section, we prove Lemma 2.5. We begin by considering the contribution of each factor J 1 j on the right hand side of (4.1) separately. One of these factors is distinguished, and will be dealt with in Proposition 5.1 below. Proposition 5.4 will be for the regular factors.
We note that the analog of Proposition 5.1 in [3] has a shorter proof. This is because, where the authors of [3] work in L 2 , we work in W´p sc` 2 q,r to achieve lower regularity. In W´p sc` 2 q,r , the linear propagators e it∆ are no longer isometries, and so we have to carefully rearrange them so that they do not interfere with our proof. This occurs in case 2 of our proof of Lemma 5.3.
We begin with Proposition 5.1, which addresses the contribution of the distinguished factor J 1 j . We prove Proposition 5.1 by induction. Lemma 5.2 will serve as our first induction step, and Lemma 5.3 will serve as the remainder of our proof by induction. We now prove Lemma 5.2, which will serve as the first induction step in our proof of Lemma 5.1.
Lemma 5.2. Let d ě 3. Then, the distinguished factor
satisfies the following. For each value of β 1 , either there exits a non-negative integer ă m j´1 such that ż 
Moreover, f 1 `2 is the only distinguished fuction on the right hand side of (5.4). Proof. We recall that U i,j :" e ipt i´tj q∆ , and let U j :" U j,j`1 . We have
Now, we recall from subsection 4.4 that one of functions ψ 1
is distinguished. Moreover the distinguished function is either of the cubic form (4.8) or of the linear form (4.9). We will now label the distinguished function f 1 1 and the regular function f 2 1 . 
Since f 1 1 is distinguished, there exists ě 1 such that
, and
is a distinguished function. Thus, combining all propagators acting on f 1 `1 , we write
Again, we apply the W´s Since f `1 doesn't depend on t 1 , . . . , t , we find that after applications of (2.20),
If f 1 `1 " |φ| 2 φ, then it follows from the binary tree graph structure presented in section 4 that " m j´1 and f 2 `1 " φ for 2 ě 2, and so we have proven (5.5). Otherwise, if
`2 } H s , which is of the form (5.4).
In Lemma 5.3, we complete the induction process. Observe that in the proof below, we proceed as in the proof of Lemma 5.2. In each induction step, we apply the W sc` 2 ,r norm to the distinguished function, and the H s norm to the regular functions. 
`2 is the only distinguished function on the right hand side of (5.11). We recall from Section 4 that f 1 `2 is either of the cubic form (4.8) or the linear for (4.9). Now, we will proceed by induction, and show that in each induction step, we can bound 5.11 by an expression of the same form, but with a larger value of . In the last induction step, we find that (5.16) holds, which completes the proof of (5.10). Indeed, this follows from the binary tree graph structure presented in section 4.
Then, applying p2.19q, we get the integral of the form p5.11q back: 13) where, in the second inequality, we applied (2.20) to the cubic regular function f 2 `2 . After 1´1 applications of (2.20), we find that 
